B.Sc. Nursing / B.Pharma (Ayurveda) / Bachelor of Occupational Therapy (BOT)/ Bachelor of Physiotherapy (BPT)

ENTRANCE TEST -2019

INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES,
BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY

INFORMATION BROCHURE
For
B.Sc. Nursing / B.Pharma (Ayurveda) / Bachelor of Occupational Therapy (BOT) / Bachelor of Physiotherapy (BPT) Entrance Test-2019

Sunday 09.06.2019
The Candidates are advised to read and understand this Information Brochure CAREFULLY and understand this Information Brochure CAREFULLY.

The Specimen signature, a recent high contrast passport size colored photograph of Candidate and thumb impression with red/ blue stamp ink to be scanned and attached/uploaded as prescribed along with application form.

Please ensure that you are using the correct application form.

Each candidate should submit one application only.

Helpdesk will be in the campus.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PHOTOGRAPHS

A recent high contrast passport size colored photograph is required to scan. Photograph is not to be attested.

Photograph MUST be snapped on or after 1st January 2019 with a placard indicating the name of the candidate (as in the application form) and the date of taking photograph.

In case name and date are written on the photograph after taking it, the application will be rejected.

The name and date on the photograph must be clear and legible.

Keep a few identical photographs in reserve for use at the time of Entrance Test/admission.

IN THE INTEREST OF THEIR WARDS, PARENTS / GUARDIANS ARE ADVISED TO ASSIST THE FILLING OF THE ONLINE APPLICATION FORM CAREFULLY.

अभ्यर्थियों के हित में, माता-पिता / अभिभावकों को यह परामर्श दी जाती है कि वे उनके आन माइन प्रार्थना पत्र को ध्यान से भरवायें।
IMPORTANT DATES

1. Date of Entrance Test
   at BHU campus Varanasi
   09/06/2019 (Sunday)
   10.00A.M.-12.00 Noon

2. Availability of online Application Forms from
   website: www.bhu.ac.in OR www.bhuonline.in
   12/04/2019 (12:00 Hrs) Noon

3. Last Date for Submission of online Application Form
   11/05/2019 (12.00 Hrs) Noon:

4. Issue of admit cards:
   30/05/2019 onward
   In case eligible candidate doesn't receive it,
   may contact the office of Director, IMS,BHU on
   08/06/2019 (10.00AM-5.00PM)

5. Date of display of Answer Key on website:
   11/06/2019

6. Last date of entertainment of any complaint regarding
   question/answer key
   17/06/2019

7. Date of result on website/IMS Directorate Notice board
   16/07/2019

8. Date of counseling and medical check up etc
   30/07/2019, onwards, 2nd/3rd counseling

9. Date of joining and commencement of classes
   To be declared later

Entrance Examination Fee of Rs1000/- for General/OBC Candidates, Rs.750/- for SC/ST/PC
category to be paid online as per instruction given on online application.

No Electronic gadget shall be allowed inside the Examination Center.

Original documents / certificates to be furnished during Counseling for admission:

1. Admit card
2. Proof for Date of Birth (High School Certificate)
3. High school Mark sheet & certificate
4. (10+2)/ Intermediate Mark sheet & certificate
5. Certificate for OBC non-creamy layer (income proof of last three years), i.e. 2017-2019

Director
Institute of Medical Sciences
Banaras Hindu University
Varanasi - 221005
The Banaras Hindu University, established in 1916 by Mahamana Pt. Madan Mohan Malviyaji, is one of the most prestigious universities of the country. An institution of autonomous character and repute having Hon'ble President of India as its Visitor, Banaras Hindu University is the largest residential university in Asia. Being a living embodiment of such visionaries as Pt. Madan Mohan Malaviyaji, Dr. Annie Besant and Dr. Radhakrishnan, this national institution epitomizes a synthesis of ancient wisdom and modern scientific temper. The holistic model of education, conceived and enriched by the illustrious founder, offers refreshingly new perspectives to young minds and facilitates the accomplishment of their creative talent. Its contribution in extending the frontiers of knowledge in critical areas as also in the regeneration of efflorescence of the community values is well manifested through its alumni who form a great chain of distinguished personalities throughout the world occupying key positions in varied professional domains. The University has been rated as 1st ranking in the advanced universities of the country obtaining composite index 2.25. The University is located on the western bank of River Ganga, about 10 km from the Varanasi Railway Station and 19 km from the nearby Mughalsarai Railway station. Varanasi is air linked with Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, Hyderabad, Agra and Kathmandu.

INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES

TelephoneNumber: 0542-6703248, Fax: 0542-2367568
Website: www.bhu.ac.in/ims

Institute of Medical sciences has been upgraded to the standard of AIIMS by Ministry of Health and Human development, Govt. of India. There are three distinct faculties viz: Faculty of Medicine, Faculty of Ayurveda and Faculty of Dental Sciences under the Institute of Medical Sciences. There are 44 Departments of broad specialties including eleven Super specialties in the Faculty of Medicine, 15 Departments in Faculty of Ayurveda. The Institute has 277 faculty members and 435 technical staffs. Sir Sunderalal Hospital attached to Institute of Medical Sciences is 1200 bedded tertiary care level referral center, providing comprehensive medical care to the people of this region.

The B.Sc. Nursing course is being run at the College of Nursing and B Pharma (Ayurveda) at Faculty of Ayurveda, either of them are of four years duration including internship. Institute of Medical Sciences has Inducted BOT, BPT courses under Department of Orthopaedics, which is of four and half year duration including six months compulsory rotatory internship.
BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY
INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES

B.Sc. Nursing / B.Pharma (Ayurveda) / Bachelor of Occupational Therapy (BOT) / Bachelor of Physiotherapy (BPT) Entrance Test-2019

ADMISSION TO FIRST YEAR OF B.Sc. Nursing/ B.Pharma (Ayurveda) BOT/BPT- 2019

IMPORTANT NOTE:

1. Please read carefully the information and instructions mentioned in this booklet before filling up the Application Form.

2. Question paper will be in both English & Hindi language

3. The Application Form not filled properly or incomplete in any respect will be rejected summarily without any intimation to the Candidate.

4. Any concealment of facts or giving wrong information in the Application Form or submission of forged documents shall make the candidature liable to be rejected and the admission to the Course shall be terminated at any time during the Course of training

5. Banaras Hindu University shall not be bound by any means to provide employment to the candidates after their passing out.

1. ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

1.1. Nationality: The candidate should be Indian National

1.2. Age: The candidates should be 17 to 25 years of age as on 31st December 2019

1.3. For B.Sc. Nursing/ B.Pharma (Ayurveda) / BOT/BPT courses: Candidates, who are Indian Citizens and medically fit in all respects i.e. physically and mentally fit, are eligible to apply for admission to above Courses. Physically Challenged Candidates are not eligible for B.Sc. Nursing course (As per Circular No. RAC/Mtg/Ac-01/06/2009/67/ dt. 4.8.07. Resolution No. 67 of the meeting of Academic council held on 4.6.09 duly approved by Hon’ble Vice-Chancellor as a chairman of executive Council dt 28.7.2009-(Appendix-37)). However one seat of BOT/BPT for 3% PC category is reserved in alternate year. In 2019, 1 seat of PC category proposed for BOT.

PC candidate in BOT/BPT courses should be able to perform job activities required during the training in BOT/BPT and must have adequate standing balance & his/her extremities functions should be able to perform required maneuvers adequately, as per BHU medical board.
1.4 QUALIFICATIONS:
Intermediate / 10+2 or equivalent with science subjects (Physics, Chemistry, Biology) and English from a recognized Board / University with minimum of 50% aggregate marks (PCBE) for the General Category, 40% for OBC (non-creamy layer)/SC/ST, 45% for PC in General Category. Those who are appearing for the Intermediate or equivalent examination but the results are not declared shall be permitted to appear in the Entrance Test. However, they will be required to submit original mark sheet of the Intermediate or equivalent examination at the time of counseling to the office of the Director, Institute of Medical Sciences, BHU, Varanasi–221005, without which their candidature for admission shall not be considered.

2. AVAILABILITY OF APPLICATION FORMS:
2.1. Applicants have to apply and submit online Application Form available in BHU website i.e. www.bhu.ac.in/ims. The prescribed Application Form will be available in the website from 12/04/2019 (11:59 HRS)
2.2. Applicants have to register to this site in order to access the Application Form. To register at this site candidate must have a valid email id. Therefore Applicants are advised to open an email account in their name, which is required and is mandatory for registration in the site. After registration to this site candidate have to select B.Sc. Nursing/ B.Pharma (Ayurveda)/ Bachelor of Occupational Therapy (BOT)/ Bachelor of Physiotherapy (BPT) Entrance Test-2019 Entrance examination Form and fill details in the respective fields. Procedure to filling up the application form will be provided in the website
2.3. The duly completed filled up application form should be accompanied with entrance examination fee which is Rs.1000.00 for General/OBC category and Rs. 750.00 for SC/ST/PC category. Online payment of entrance examination fee can be through, Debit card/ ATM, credit card, Internet banking or through NEFT as per instruction given in website.
2.4. The last date of Submission of Completed Application Form through the website is 11/05/2019 (12.00 Hrs) Noon.
2.5. Provisional Admit Card will generated and sent to the email id of the candidate
2.6. If an eligible candidate does not receive the Admit Card, He/She may contact to the office of the Director Institute of Medical Sciences, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi – 221005 08/06/2019 between 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM

3. CRITERIA FOR REJECTION OF APPLICATION FORM:
3.1. Incomplete Applications and Applications received after last date shall be rejected.
3.2. If the candidate does not fulfill the eligibility criteria
3.3. No communication will be made to the candidates who have not qualified in the Written Entrance Test for Admission to the B.Sc. Nursing/ B.Pharma (Ayurveda)/ Bachelor of Occupational Therapy (BOT)/ Bachelor of Physiotherapy (BPT) courses -2019

4. **DATE OF COMMENCEMENT OF THE COURSE: TO BE ANNOUNCED LATER**

5. **TOTAL NUMBER OF SEATS**

5.1 **FOR B.SC. NURSING COURSE:** There are 60 seats with following seats allocation, 30 seats for General Category, 9 seats for SC Category, 5 seats for ST Category and 16 seats for OBC (non-creamy layer) category. Physically challenged candidates are not eligible for B.Sc. nursing course.

5.2 **For B. Pharma (Ayurveda) Self-financing courses running in the RGSC Campus**
There are 30 seats with following seats allocation, 15 seats for General Category, 05 seats for SC Category, 02 seats for ST Category and 08 seats for OBC (non-creamy layer) category.

5.3 **For BOT Course**
There are 20 seats with following seats allocation, 10 seats for General Category, 03 seats for SC Category, 02 seats for ST Category and 05 seats for OBC (non-creamy layer) category. (including 01 seat for PC Category.

5.4 **For BPT Course**
There are 20 seats with following seats allocation, 10 seats for General Category, 03 seats for SC Category, 02 /01 seats for alternate years for ST Category and 05 seats for OBC (non-creamy layer) category.

6. **METHOD OF SELECTION:** THE WRITTEN ENTRANCE TEST SHALL BE HELD AT THE EXAMINATION CENTRES. BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY VARANASI ON THE DATE AND MONTH AS PUBLISHED IN THE ADVERTISEMENT IN NEWSPAPERS.

6.1. The question paper of the written Entrance Test will have 100 'Multiple Choice Questions' (each carrying 4 marks from Physics, Chemistry, Botany & Zoology (25 questions each) having maximum marks 400 with time duration of 2 hours. **There will be “NO” negative marking for incorrect answers.**

6.2. **Minimum qualifying marks in written entrance examination:** The minimum percentage of marks to qualify the written examination shall be will be 50% for General category and 40% for OBC (non-creamy layer)/SC/ST/PC

6.3. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained anywhere in the ordinances of the university, no scrutiny / revaluation of the answer sheet shall be allowed on any ground

6.4. The **Roll Number of only Provisionally Selected Candidates shall be displayed on the websites of IMS,BHU (www.bhu.ac.in/ims) and also on notice board of Institute of Medical Sciences.**

The candidates will be selected on the basis of their merit in the Written Entrance Test conducted
for the purpose. In case of candidates obtaining equal marks in the Written Entrance Test, their inter se merit shall be decided in the following order

6.4.1. Candidates securing higher marks obtained in zoology section of entrance test- 2019.
6.4.2. Candidates securing higher marks obtained in Botany section of entrance test- 2019.
6.4.3. Candidates securing higher marks obtained in Chemistry section of entrance test- 2019
6.4.4. Candidates securing higher marks obtained in Physics section of entrance test- 2019
6.4.5. If all above happen to be same, the candidate senior in each would rank higher.

7. ADMISSION:

7.1. The Provisionally Selected Candidates will have to appear before the Admission Committee and their admission shall be subject to their medical fitness by the Medical Board appointed for the above purpose.

7.2. Candidates who are less than 18 years of age would be required to submit consent of their Father / Guardian to join the Course.

7.3. Candidates would be required to submit NO OBJECTION CERTIFICATE from the Employer at the time of admission.

7.4. The Admission to the Courses shall be subject to fulfilling the eligibility criteria as defined above. The Candidates who are called for Admission on merit must bring with them all the original certificates, mark sheets, etc. along with two attested photocopies of each and six additional photographs (as submitted in the application form) for verification by the Admission Committee.

7.5. The decision of the admission committee shall be final and binding on the candidate in respect of the Entrance Test and admission to the above course.

7.6. In case of any dispute, the decision of the admission committee shall be final. However, an appeal may lie to the Vice-Chancellor, Banaras Hindu University, against such decision. In no case any candidate shall take recourse to the court of law directly.

7.7. In case of any dispute, Varanasi shall be the jurisdiction

7.8. Mere submission of application, appearing and qualifying in the test will not entitle the candidate to claim admission to the above course.

7.9. The candidates taking up the Entrance Test will have to make their own arrangements for stay at Varanasi.

8. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates for appearing in the test, or appearing before the Admission Committee and for joining the course.

8.1. In the event of availability of vacant seats, candidates from the waiting list, if any will be asked to join the above Courses on call latest by 10/08/2019 tentatively and thereafter no candidate will be admitted even if the seats are vacant in any of the categories.
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES REGARDING EXAMINATION

Method of indicating roll number in the answer sheet using ball pen with black ink

The candidate should indicate Roll Number only at the place provided on the front page of the answer sheet. The candidate will write Roll Number only at the place provided for the purpose and nowhere else. If a candidate writes Roll Number at any other place or inside the answer sheet and make any sign anywhere which may disclose his/her identity, he/she will deemed to have used unfair means and his/her candidature will be cancelled without assigning any reason whatsoever.

Example: If the candidate’s roll number is 126077 the same should be indicated as follows:

The candidates are required to read and follow the instructions as given in the Question Booklet for answering the question carefully.

The candidate within 15 minutes of the issue of the question booklet will check and ensure that it contains all the pages and no page or question is missing. Thereafter no second question booklet or answer sheet will be given to the candidate under any circumstances.

No page from the question booklet is to be torn out or removed. If a candidate is found tearing any paper from the question booklet his/her candidature will be cancelled.

Method of showing answer:

Each question is followed by answers which are numbered A, B, C and D. Select the most appropriate answer.

Then by using BALL PEN WITH BLACK INK blacken the circle bearing the correct answer in the answer sheet against the corresponding number of the question. Filling of circle should be clear. Any other method of marking such as tick, cross mark, use of dot, line mark and half filled circle or mark outside the circle will not be read by the machine because of wrong method of showing answer. Any smudges or dark mark left after erasing may interfere with computerized scanning/evaluation. Hence only one circle with the alphabet should be blackened and other should be clear.
For example, if the answer to question number 35 is B, it should be blackened as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>✗</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wrong &amp; Correct Methods of showing your answer</strong></td>
<td><strong>Wrong method</strong></td>
<td><strong>Wrong method</strong></td>
<td><strong>Wrong method</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Correct method</strong></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No candidate shall be allowed to appear in the examination unless he/she possesses the valid ADMIT CARD. The candidate must retain the admit card for appearing before the Admission Committee. Candidates appearing at the test shall be subject to usual rules, regulation and ordinances of the University examinations from time to time. Candidates found adopting unfair means shall be expelled from the examination.

Candidate will NOT bring any resource material/ loose paper whether written or blank/ Calculators / Slide rule / Electronic Diary / Pager / Mobile Phone inside examination room. In case of violation of this provision his/her candidature shall not be considered.

No candidate will be allowed to enter the examination hall after **15 minutes** of commencement of examination.